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WORK TOPICS: Remember, you're expected to write ONE review of two texts that (ideally) 
address one issue from two different angles. If, as is likely, the two texts cover a range of issues, 

focus on the one you consider most relevant to the course/session topic. Explain what the authors 
claim, discuss how they construct their arguments, and assess whether their contributions help 

you understand the problem they promise to explain. 
The How matters at least as much as the What.  
Formal requirements are pretty plain: please use the cover sheet you'll find in the Materials folder, 
cite anything you quote, and make it look like an academic paper rather than a birthday card etc.   
In terms of volume, think roughly 1200 words +/- 25%. Make sure every word counts, don't get 
off track or lost. If in doubt, have someone else read it, and ask them to tell you what they've 
read. If their answer sounds like what you wanted to say, you should be ok. Please respect the 

deadlines, and upload the review to OLAT dropbox. 
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“Introduction: Diplomacy and Global Governance: Locating Patterns of  

(Dis-)Connection” in Global Governance and Diplomacy: Worlds Apart?; from Cooper, 

Andrew F, Brian Hocking 

 

>About this text, the Authors describe two different forms of establishing 

Intergovernmental Relationships, locating happens or regular operational done 

(activities). They point the use of complex handling through Cooperation and 

Coexistence behaviour under World Organisations, as a handling aim intentions and 

point weapon beside Diplomacy and Global Governance – as well as a complex 

transnational (different countries, area of lands, governments, laws, people, traditions, 

etc.) collective-action process, that has to resolve problems in a conceptual landscape 

approach of global politics. 

 

But Diplomacy is for them distinct and opposite to Global Governance, and they portray 

in practical terms, Diplomacy as a guild in dealing activities, for well-placed high skills 

insider’s, people with knowledge possession in a long professional apprenticeship and 

even-handed relations management carrier. 

 

Furthermore they write – ‘in contrast, is Global Governance an open-ended way of 

looking at and navigating in the world, with a high degree of inclusiveness about whom 

and what is included in its machinery and agenda’. …’a variety of actors in the mix’…, 

…’criteria for activity and scale of coverage’…, …’a concern for equity and justice’. 

 

Therefore in case, the principal factor for this significant (dis-)connection causing 

significant located (un-)successful relationship in International Relations is the natural 

barrier to pre-conditions of the ‘real communication’ under Political Authorities, 

Lobbyists, Agenda Settings, Policies, Administration, etc., walls between both – 

Diplomacy and Global Governance potential regulatory work. 

 

This conceptual imagination is a contribution to it revelatory myriad points of contact 

significant in itself - extremely large number of components, between those in co-

existence on the front lines, holding interesting issue-specific policies and process 

development. 

 

Relating this issue in judgement and argument, I see Global Governance interdependent 

to Diplomacy (as Saner and Yiu in their reveal by Global governance-oriented diplomatic 

initiatives describe). One works dependent from the other, except if Intergovernmental 

Cooperation and Coexistence exist without no transnational collective-actions, and if as 

same, even-handed relations management or handling main weapons out of politics. 

Diplomacy relationship takes first place in working pre-conditions dealing activities and 

cause significant development for common political interests. It doesn’t means to be 

always successful (disconnection), but in activity of common interests. As for example, 

War and Peace reactions, caused by terrorists in foreign countries, expanding security 

agendas, ICRC (Red Cross) with a role of ‘repository and guardian of International 

Humanitarian Law’ in interaction areas, and the WTO for social and economic 

international governance negotiations to mention above the poverty supporting in 

particular institutional developments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

“Engaging the Public and the Private in Global Sustainability Governance” 

International Affairs 88(3): 543–564; from Abbott, Kenneth W. 

 

>Kenneth Abbot, explore Climate Change International Affaires issues, by private and 

public engagement for the Rio+20, a Global Conference, today promoted by the United 

Nations. In description, write that Rio+20 was created by business, civil society groups, 

multi-stakeholders coalitions and private actors for the adoption of important regulatory 

standards and implemented for significant operational programmes, covering financing, 

project support and information dissemination. 

 

He sees all this engagement as a public-private gap under puzzling and troubling 

sustainability governance in response to the inadequacies of interstate negotiations, 

institutions and policies, policies debates. 

 

That Global International System has, especially by international organisations, also 

under public voluntary engagement, moved towards truly global sustainability 

governance, but outlines workable mechanisms. 

 

Furthermore, as I see like he writes, as example by two Intergovernmental 

Organisations - Greenpeace and WWF, both in weakness interstate by IGO rules 

generating dynamic public interests, they are under limited autonomy, but in high 

contrast power by existing, contributing on partial agreements to some political 

governance issues, differing the political mixed public-private interests also in addition to 

their way of cognitive pressures to governments. 

 

For my believe, I see each of those actors by different cover form of 

cooperation/coexistence, together with diverse or appropriate institutions changing 

relative rules of power dealing interests. By the way, governance needs to lead interest 

by donor countries producing benefits for them self’s, establishing regulatory schemes in 

legitimacy of governance laws. The environment there more, main issue in negotiation, 

keep traditional international regulations in cumulative effects, targeting over achieves 

under expectations. Public and private stakeholders should stay in flexible conditions 

over time cause knowledge changes. Advancing development framework depends that’s 

why on decision-making, democratic government, therefore societal and membership 

chambers (the Diplomatic House) engagement; they are actors affecting interaction in 

outcomes/incomes, attracting new participants and engaging consumers. So that 

Governance activities increase in sustainability global impact, directly with business 

firms, industry groups, intermediaries and stakeholders. 

 

NGO’s or public interest groups are Local Networks on initiative for implementations and 

require of environmental management conditions by financing systems. Their 

competencies stay under self-regulations appropriate for different channels, structures 

and policies. 

 

Abbott conclude he’s research about Rio+20, as I understood, that all IGO’s and NGO’s 

Organisations are in orchestration with their own actors competencies and missions, and 

that they catalyse support power in conditional structures and policies. And explain why 

regulatory relationships and missed opportunity much needed, has lot lost through such 

a large system of policy-makers and sustainability governance - essential component 

agenda settings - one inappropriate internal structure in work, losing transparency and 

deliberating accreditation under influences of power partnerships. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 


